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Ben Okri was the youngest Nigerian writer to have written and 

published a full-length novel; the first to have won the Booker Prize; 

and the first to have voluntarily chosen the path of self-expatriation. 
ve~~~,r; 

Apart from these pioneeri ng ~taRces ; he was also the first Nigerian 

author to decide to become a full-time writer. These factors, combined 
'-

with the themes of his fiction and the techniques he employs in their 

exploration
1

have made him a unique figure in contemporary Ni gerian 

'literature. His relentless focus on the socio-economic landscape of post

independence and post-civi l war Nigeria and its impingement on the lives 

and circumstances of individuals caught in this historical cauldron place 

him solidly within t he second generation of Nigerian novelists . Even 

though the manner in which he explores these issues has sometimes become 
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a matter of contention among his peers, there is, nonetheless, very 

little doubt about the importance of his contribution to the develop

ment of the contemporary Nigerian novel. 

Ben Okri was born Benjamin Okri on 15 March 1959 at the General 

Hospital, Minna, now capital of Niger State in Nigeria. He was the son 

of Silver Oghekeneshineke Loloje Okri and Grace Okri, both of the Urhobo 

ethnic group of South Western Nigeria. Contrary to Ben's claim i-n-e--

[;)---coRversatioR-Wi tli Edward Bl 1shen tor- ttie Ins-t+tut~ Contempor aty Arts

-z::; {ICA) GuareiaR coo.\ler.sations that his father was a clerk with the 

Nigerian Railways, his father was actually an Executive Officer with the 

Nigerian Post and Telecommunications at the time of Ben's birth, which 

incidentally was also the period when sel f-government was granted to the 

Northern states by the British colonial authorities. 

This period was significant because it signalled the last 

stage of the struggle for independence which ended with the lowering of 

the Union Jack on 1 October 1960. The immediate pre-independence 
':Jf'AY~ 

decade were 64¥S of high hopes and expectations, and the political stru-

ggle which had been conducted with an ideal istic, nationalist fervot 
1../ 

was matched by a cultural nationalism whi ch had expressed itself in the 

literary field with the landmark publications of Amos Tutuola 1 s 

The Palmwine Drinkard (1952) and Chinua Achebe's Th i ngs Fall Apart (1958). 
.. ..~~~ 

With the attainment of independence S.O.L. Okri travelled to England to 

study, where the young Ben joined his parents in 1962. Whi l e studying 

for a degree in law, the elder Okri worked at various part-time jobs and 

sent his son to John Donne Primary School, Peckham. London,,where Ben began 
'I 

V\•r~\"l{r 

his formal education . He returned with his "mtffll to Nigeria in 1966 and 
/' • ,,. r 

attended Children I s Home School, Ibadan. and Mayfl owtr·; ·1kenne before being 
/1. 

,. 
- , .. 
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admitted to Urhobo College, Warr\ for his secondary education. 

At Urhobo College, he was the smallest and youngest boy in his 

class of 19681 and he finished his secondary education in 1972, just about 

three months short of his fourteenth birthday. Thereafter, he moved to 

Lagos where he studied for his A-Levels and did a diploma in journalism at 

home. Armed with these qualifications, he secured admission to Essex 

University to read for a degree in Philosophy and Literature in 1978. 

The details of Ben Okri's early life are significant and worth 

dwelling upon because they shed an ~ASfi~na¥ailabl-e 1 ight on his 

narrative prekccupations. Coming from what he himself describes as a 
-.../ 

11rich-poor11 family, and having grown up as a precocious young boy straddling 

cultures - the Britain of his childhood and the Nigeria of his adolescence -

he is in a sense dispossessed of the easy certainties which a settled 

culture and environment endow an individual. Ben Okri's father worked 

in several places before settling down in the Ajegunle slum district of 
V 0---S 

Lagos as I- what the author describes 1::rvcttre same~-s-at+on-w-i-th__..Q___ 
A 

6dr,ia1"a tn i s.h@r - a kind of "ghetto lawyer'.',. taking briefs for the poor. 
enc,~~4 ~' ,,., 

This experience of constant movement through climes and cultures, peoples 
~ 

and places is reflected in the dominant themes of his fiction which may 
/ ~ 

be briefly summarized as innocence, experience, a6.d corruption, power and 

powerlessness explored through techniques that privilege uncertain states 

of mind; the dissolution of objective experience into subjectivity, end-

less transition and metamorphosis. 
' " ,'1.1 '0,ec , 

These, may be said to be responsible 
'• 

for the uncanny insight which his narratives bring to bear on the 

pedestrian, cliched experiences of Nigerian daily life. 

Ben Okri's first novel, Flowers and Shadows (1980) . exhibits a 

mimetic fidelity to the details of the social life and landscape of 

d,.f.!; .•• ,+ 

Lagos, an urban setting; and this immediately announces its difference from 
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another tradition of novelistic narrati ve in Nigeria which cent~~~ on 
;;;..,-' 

rural 11organic'1 conmunities impacted ~p by a destabilizing colonialism. 

The novel focuses on a teenage character, Jeffia Okwe, whose father is an 

affluent businessman who has made it to the top by a combination of 

corrupt business practices and a murderous ruthlessness in his dealings 

with his competitors and colleagues. Jeffia, cocooned from reality by his 

doting mother and the comforts of his father's wealth, concentrates on 

doing well in his examinations and being the model son. But grow up he 

must, and as he sets out on the path to adulthood a series of encounters 

and events dog M~ heels, ~o ~ak; and these foreshadowrthe future 

turn of events. 

On his way home from a visit to a friend, he rescues a puppy being 

tortured by a group of boys and takes it home. A couple of days later, an 

advertisement in a newspaper leads him to the address of the owner; a 

tasteful ly decorated apartment owned by a beautiful woman, Juliet, who, it 

later turns out, had been his father ' s mistress . (1 ,..~ The presentiments•> -

the title of this opening part of the novel :::: pile up . A telegram arrives 

from Sowho, Jonan Okwe's estranged half-brother and ex-business partner 

whom he had not only cheated out of his share in the company but had also 

framed and sent to jail for six months. Despite the intervention of the 

extended family and ceremonies of reconciliation, Sowho's telegram unnerves 

Jonan and he knows that some malevolent plot is afoot. Jeffia's 

mother suffers from premonitory nightmares and screams in her slee~ and 

hi s father, only just recovering from a heart attack, has problems with his 

business. 

By a strange coincidence, Jeffia returning home from a late night 

party spots a young girl by the roadside taking care of a dying man. 
I 
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Again, the girl Cynthia, a nurse, is the daughter of an ex-employee 
1-rrc ,·,. j ~:"""' +r> y 

whom Jonan had also framed for conspiracy a-t"td subscqae11tly serveft a two-
' 

year jail sentence.::i,OR tRat aecouftt. And when they arri ve at the clinic, 

the dying man with the battered head turns out to be Gbenga, an employee 

of Afioso Paints, whom Jonan had hired thugs to beat up. Though Jonan 

tells his wife that he had not wanted the man killed, the man dies all 

the same . For a man who had so much wanted to be in control of things, 

events slip out of Jonan 1 s control and the forces of deception and death 

develop a will of their own and move with the inexorability of fate. 

The next two sections of the novel - "Shadows" and "Darkness" -

document the logic of Jonan's final descent into death and darkness . As 

the clandestine conspiracy to take over the business reaches its final 

stage, Sowho visits Jonan at home
1

and in the ensuing melodramatic 

sequence of duel and car chase, Jonan suffers a heart attack and crashes 

into his brother 1 s car and are both killed. Attempting to run downstairs 
.5 

to help, Mrs. Okwe crashe~ down the stairs and suffers physical injuries 

and shock; and Jeffia suffers a psychological shock that puts him in hiber-

nation for two weeks. The novel 1 s final section - 11 Flowers 11 
- shows 

the survivors trying to piece their lives together again . Mrs. Okwe 

recovers gradually, Cynthia and Jeffia grope towards a fulfilling relation

ship of love; and Cynthia 1 s father, at first hostile, comes to accept 

that relationship. 

_On the whole, the novel is not so much about the downfall of Jonan 
·+ 1<. 

as~ about Jeffia 1 s movement from innocence to experience. The focus is 

almost entirely on Jeffia, for whom the series of coincidences and 

contrivances of plot act as a kind of rite of passage, an initiation into 

adulthood . For a first novel, the gaucheries of plot and failures of 
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craft are everywhere evident, but then they stand in direct and sharp 

relationship to the hero's first} fumbling steps toward understanding 

his own exper/4en~e within a dehumanizing and br~talizing urban landscape. 
-l~ :,(; Ok.r, 

The novel actually began at seventeen and finished at eighteen1 ~ 
I\ 

~rega, d the ~ sjnfarrnatj co about r:1ir:1etee11 011 tlie blurb) - may a 1 so be 

said to be a rite of passage for the authorr for in his next novel he 

explores that landscape of decadence and anomy through the consciousness of 

an artist. 
<:.• 

The Landscapes Within (1981) B-s'J:l, Okri's second novel, begins with 

an epigraph from the famous last lines of James Joyce's Portrait of the 
~~ 

Artist As a Yourl9!!ian. 
•-:: 

Welcome, 0 life! I go to encounter for the millionth 
time the reality of experience and to forge in the 
smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of my race. 

This epigraph links us up directly with the first novel where the 

innocent Jeffia struggles to come to grip5with experience. In The Landscapes 

WithinL Omovo, the painter-protagonist, starts out already dispossessed 

---of any such innocence. He is cast t'l;i:9'h-t within the whirling vortex of 
of 

experienc~and his struggle is therefore a different order. He is the 
" 

artist struggling to find forms to order the chaos and depravity of this 

experience, to master and depict, and simply to recreate with pencil/-a-
/ 

paint and paper the uncreated conscience of urban Lagos, and by extension 

the entire nation . Thus his quest is to master his medium so as to 

keep alive some human values from the corruption and miasma of Lagos life. 
_j ~ 

His battle is. to shore 1:1p memory agaiRst w'llful amnesia,, to find a way 

of remembering in the midst of collective amnesia. This is why his 

tonnents are of a different nature, and it explains his perennial struggle 

against a blank canvas. 
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He stared at the blank canvas. He was aware 
that he wanted to paint something deep and 
painful but somehow the urges had not gathered 
strong enough within him • •• when the landscapes 
without synchronised with those landscapes within. 
It made him deeply miserable to sit staring at 
the blank canvas, waiting. (206) . O 

And hence when his painting is confiscated at the exhibition by 11 a 

celebrity from the army ~ho had comB to grace the occasion11 (-43),~· the 

landscapes without immediately provide him with a new motif for his art1 e•rr:c,,:,.,~ 
o.(h.r 
~ he and his journalist friend Kerne stumble across the corpse of a 

girl horribly mutilated in some kind of ritual murder. Kerne attempts to 

report the story but is censored by his editor and detained by the police. 

Meanwhile, the corpse disappears and is erased from memory. Only in 

Omovo 1 s landscapes within does it remain alive, a perpetually haunting 

motif seeking recreation and existence in art. 

As a symbol of the inability of love, innocence and purity to 

survive in the midst of evil, corruption and depravity, the image of the 

mutilated girl unites the various situations, characters and events in 

the novel . Agairr\his background, the cast of characters who inhabit the 

llcompoundl1 are given a human dimension. Despite the largely stereotypical 

delineation of their characteristics rather than their character, we are 

given glimpses of the internal failures and defeats that have hardened in 
C 

their external manifestations) into the broad outlines of caricature. 

Omovo's brothers, Okur and Umeh, still write home with touches of nostalgia 

and melancholy; Omovo's boastful father is humanized when he 11descends 11 

so low as to ask his son for a loan to pay the rent; and even~ 70.>(v1 

Ifeyinwa's brute of a husband, breaks down in tears and is unable to murder 

his wife when he finally has concrete evidence of her infidelityo 

Everyone, it seems, is left to wrestle with his/her own demons and make 

his/her own choices, and to snatch whatever can be salvaged from the general 
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landscape of decay and despair. To salve his battered psyche, the 
CY 

civil war veteran/ Okoro chases after women with a compulsive despair; 

Dele dreams of escape to America; Kerne chooses a quiet dignity; Ifeyinwa 

and Omovo choose love and art. 

This last choice is, of course, an impossibility within the scheme 

of the novel. The narrator concentrates on the trysts, the coded messages/ 

and the universe of signs which the lovers develop to keep their love 

alive and uncontaminated by the all-pervasive filth of their environment. 

But just before consummation, they are discovered in their hide-out. Love 

fails or cannot thrive in this environment! /and Ifeyinwa packs her belongings, 

leaves her husband and sets out for home. But no part of the country is 

spared the contamination of violence, and Ifeyinwa is accidently kil l ed 

by her own brother, who is himself part of a vigilante group guarding their 

village against incursions from another community. 

With her death, Omovo turns to his blank canvas and, working with 

unrelieved inspiration, he finally finds that synchrony between these land

scapes within and without to arrive at the revelation towards which he had 

been striving. It is a composite image: the image of the girl in the 

park, of Ifeyinwa and the deaths of love and innocence. It is an 

t'unfinishable1) work
1

and when he stares at it he discovers that 11ihe girl 

is with out a face.11 ~ The painting aptly entitled "The Moment'' 

presents us with a Joycean epiphany, a moment of spiritual and aesthetic 

truth and beauty, uncontaminated and unrecoverable. Right from the epigraph, 
r' . 

this had been the aspiration of the novel and despite the exhilara~+' j 

note on which it ends, the author can only be said to have completed the 

first phase of his development as an artist. 

Between the publication of The Landscapes Within and Ben Okri's next 

novel The Famished Road (1991) stand ten years of soul-searching and 
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experimentation. In the intervening years, he free-lanced as a broad-
" ': <tS «.. 

caster for the BBCAreviewer and poetry editor for the London-based / 
✓"' Ir. fl. ~ · 

West Africa magazine, and ·published two collections of short stories} while ,., 
,_., 

working on his third novel . During this period/ he also paid brief visits 

to Nigeria. In fact , in 1980, just before the publication of The Landsca.e_es 

Within~ he visited the country for a couple of days and set down his 

experience at the Lagos airport in a short autobiographical essay in 

West Africa entitled "Fear of Flying . 11 This report shows that the usual 

Okri-land of sweating bodies , curses and corrrnotion, which is often the 

social landscape of his fictions set in Ajegunle and the Lagos bus stops 

can also be witnessed at the airports. Wherever you are in the country, 

the experience, this essay implies, is the same. But Okri had already 

begun working his way through new narrative forms to contai n this same/ 

soul-searching experience. In "Journeys Through the Imagination" ( 1983) , 

a review of Amos Tutuola ' s The Witch Herbalist of the Remote Town 
) 

he unwittingly gives us a clue to the new directions of his own narrative0 

He begins : 

Amos Tutuola is a writer who straddles twilights. 
His fictional world is a haunting terrain; the 
quests he describes demand · from his protagonists 
the necessities of energy and imagination • • ~nill •• • 
never fail to awaken a primal sense of wonder . ~ 

And concludes: 

The Witch Herbalist of the Remote Town is a 
fascinating and thoroughly enjoyable book.• 
One which I suspect will provide generations 
of artists with inspiration. (italies added; 4~ 

:' ;,..':,. -.. ': 
·" 

From this statement and from his meetings with other writers in Britain, 

most notably Salman Rushdie, we may infer that his search +for new directions 
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and alternative traditions of narrative had started to take shape 

by the time he published his two collections of short stories . 

Incidents at the Shrine (1986), a collection of eight short stories, 

marked a radical departure from t he earlier fiction, not in terms of the 

social and physical landscape portrayed but in terms of the narrative 

mode employed. The straining for effect in the earlier novels is di s

carded in favor; of a miniaturist technique that focuses sharply on 
\..,, 

events and characters and simply records without commentary . The technique 

gives the language a rigorous economy which prunes everything down to its 

essential details. The usual Okri characters are here characters living on 

the fringes of society and convention, haunted by private and public demons 

and struggling for some measure of dignity and success in their lives . 
c,./" 

But hereJ ' the conventional 
;----

separation between objecti ve ~ xper~ ~-Ef and 

~ subjective"'i s not only 
" •5 r 

blurred; an intercourse is created between them, ,. 

so much so that the distinctions dissolve, and everything experienced /!; dream, 

nightmare etc. t is objectified. 
) - --- -- ·- -. 

\ 
11 Laughter Beneath the Bridg~~--;1\fhe first story_}is told from the point 

'--- ----- - -- - . 
of view of a young school boy caught in the throes of a civil war which 

he barely understands. When his mother comes to fetch him home, they 
I: r r. ~ 

journey through a landscape devastated by war in an old asthmatic f.oanwith 

the inscription "The Young Shall Grow'J/~1 All the while the boy 1 s mind is 

flooded with memories of Monica . He cannot fully grasp the meaning of the 

various check points nor the sadistic brutality of the soldiers. His mother 

who comes from the 11 rebel tri b~•~ passes through a 11 the interrogations 

and intimidations successfully. Back home , libations are poured and thanks 

given to the ancestors, and the boy finds Monica . But she has changed 

since the soldiers killed Ugo and dumped his body beneath the bridge . 
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The bridge had become for her a place of pilgrimage where she would 

sit and brood while the laughter of the soldiers roared above. In an 

ironic twist, the stench from the corpses under the bridge becomes so 

strong that the authorities had to distribute gas-masks to respectable 

citizens. This, at a time when the young people are preparing to 

celebrate the /'outing)) of the new masquerade. To avoid a confrontation 

between the obscene gas-masks and the ritual masks they decide against the 

celebration, but a few return to bring out the new masquerade. Among them 

is Monica who is taken away by the soldiers as she attempts to cross the 

bridge in a frenzied masquerade dance, The story end cryptically: 11
! never 

saw Monica again. The young shall gro~ {m. 
All the other stories in this collection are written in this cryptic 

style, taking a motif and exploring it by criss-crossing between the inner 

and outer worlds of the characters. "Converging City 11 uses the motif of 
c,---

the city to explore the various problems crowding in so:----:re -spe~ on o...'Jv·J.~·9 
ec1c...,_ 

v"liv''c A Agodi. His financial crisis, his humiliation by the wrestler, traffic ,, 

jams a::c-:a:t,+ converge to drive him deeper and deeper into the illusory 

solace of religion. 11 Disparities11 appears to have been written in direct 

response to the true story of a Nigerian public servant who forgot a 

quarter of a million pounds in a London taxi cab. The narrator dreams his 
' .,_.. 

v-.> . \-. 
way into the story -and:J;ae illusions of what he would do with the money. 

The title story
1 

"Incidents at the Shrinf continues in this vein. 

Anderson, a clerk at the Department of Antiquities, is fired from his job. 

He decides to go to his home village where he encounters a series of 
~ ~ 

hallucinating f experiences which serve him as a kind of re+initiation into 
\.../ 

the tribal world of his ancestors. ".Masquerades II cent'res on a Kafkaesque 
P-,,.-c '/f [. 

figure, a haunted man who sneaks into his own apartment ~ ' the back ," 

f t -~-... 
door, attempts~sexual gratification with a prostitute, but never quite 

reveals why he is haunted and hunted by the two men who appear to have 

been sent after him. And 11 A Hidden History" is an apocalyptic tale, 

tf\\ _~ ...,V' 
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almost deformed by the overwhelming influence o~,,Marquez. 

With "Crooked Prayer" and "The Dream Vendor's August" we are 

back in the more recognizable world of struggle in the ordinary sense of 

desire and loss, yearning and fulfilment. In 11 Crooked Prayer11 Uncle 

Saba's prayers for a child are answered but through Mary, his mistress, 

rather than his wife. And in 11The Dream Vendor's August11 we are given a 

slice of the life of Ajegunle Joe who tries to make a living by selling 

pamphlets on mysteries and mysticism and primers on how to banish poverty. 

Both stories show Ben Okri · forag~ng again in his old turf, only now 

recognizing the gems and picking out the pearls with the eyes of a seasoned 

collector of artistic treasures. 

Incidents at the Shrine, which won the 1987 Commonwealth Writers 

Prize for Africa and the Paris Review Aga Khan Prize for Fiction, was 

closely followed Uf) ~1tl'I , tl.e l't:teliwt::i::on.::of another collection of short 

stories entitled Stars of the New Curfew (1988). In more senses than 
.!.eiv.e I 

one, Stars of the New Curfew is truly a fg-'.f;.h:. ttf3 to the earlier 

collection; it explores the same terrain with darker and grimmer impli

cations, and some of the stories appear to be extensions of the earlier 

tales . The correspondences of setti~g and characters and motifs are so 

evident that some of the stories can in fact be more properly understood 

by pairing them with those in the former book. For instance, 11 In the 

Shadow of War" mimes "Laughter Beneath the Bridge" using the war setting, 

the boy through whose innocent eyes ,-,the story unfolds, and the .· 
a./ 

mystery woman who is a re...-incarnation of Monica. "Worlds That 
'--

Flourish" and "What the Tapster Saw" can also be said to be 

extensions of "Incidents at the Shrine~~ 

In the story "Worlds That Flourish'·(•,;, the narrator , like 
I 

the protagonist of "Incidents at the .Shrine.!.!-, gets sacked from 

his job in some unnamed department where he works. Again he 
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wanders around the city before an encounter with robbers, 

a power-cut,and a torrential rain finally bringrhim to the 

decision to leave the city. On leaving the city, he drives 

through a devastated landscape of elemental chaos until he 

crashes into the forest, and his phantasmagoric experiences 

begin. The accident, presumably, sends him into a coma1 and the 

imagery of the subconscious becomes objectified into some kind of 

ritual of transition rather like the rite of initiation in 

"Incidents at the Shrine,~, This rite of 

and theme of "What the Tapster Saw~ IJl-

transition is the major motif 
0-- I~- .,_;l,_ IC(. (I,._ 

.ae+r±"s storyA -t::lie tapster 

falls down from a palm tree and spends seven days in the 

land of the dead before his herbalist friend Tabasco succeeds 

in bringing him back to life. Here the influence of Tutuola's 

world is linguistically foregrounded in the use of the word 

Lrtapstei.'1
/ and we can safely assume that Tutuola is the major 

inspiration for this story. 

Against the backdrop of a military governor's birthday, 

with buntings and parades, and planes engaged in daring mid-air 

summersaults, "In The City of Red Dust" delineates the lives of 

Marjomi and Emokhai who are only able to survive by donating 

blood for a fee . Even at this level of self-denigration, they 

manage to retain a sense of dignity and integrity. These 

qualities emerge when the news that their alternate girlfriend, 

Dede, had slashed herself to avoid being raped by soldiers. 

Marjomi, who shares the same blood group with her willingly offers 
J 

A.. 
to give his blood~g -t-ba·:b:-Wi:z:S Jd:6 second time that day. 

Emokhai, on his own part, sets out to watch over her. After 

these acts of compassion and tenderness, they retire to their 

dingy room to smoke the marijuana purchased from the governor's 

~-s-::~~,s··: ~.:;.~.- ~- • - - -r•• • - • 

. --·•- -
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secret ganja farms. 
C: 

from n'Incidents at 

"Disparitie~' the title of a story 

the Shrine..--0-could well have served as the 

title of this story. 

"When the Lights Return" revives the old Okri theme of 

the impossibility of love in the chaos and putrefaction of 

modern Nigerian urban life. The budding love between Ede 

and Maria cannot be sustained because it is too pure for the 

environment and circumstances of their lives. Persistent power-
6 

cuts, heat waves, mosqui¼es, septic afflictions, and all 
~ 

manner of evil forces sap Ede's will and confi~e Maria to bed. 

When he finally goes to see her, she has fallen into the embrace 
___, 

of relatives who attempt to cure her with a-i.t;xJ;,u~ herbal 

medicines and rituals, but it turns out to be too late. 

The title story itself combines this kind of social 

realism with allegory to create a magnificent tour de force. 

"Stars of the New Curfew" tells the story of a huckster 

who peddles drugs at bus stops and inside the Lagos 1' molue 1) 
(., 

buses. He finally begins to peddle a ~ , "Power-Drug" 

which is guaranteed to cure all illnesses. The drug turns 

out to be the very opposite: it actually increases the 

symptoms of all the diseases from which its users suffer. It 

multiplies ringworm, rashes and eczema, and ends up creating a 

race of deformed creatures. Its hallucinatory effect leads 

to an accident, and the salesman flees to the town of W. Even 
as 

in this town, reality is a.J.s;e./unbearable as the nightmares 

from which he suffers. His story ends as a parable of power 

and powerlessness, poverty and affluence, and the perennial 

afflictions which leaders impose on their people. It is~one 

might say, a first person recreation of "The Dream Vendor's 
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August" with grimmer social implications . 

As noted earlier, the years between the publication 

of The Landscape Within and The Famished Road were years 

spent in experimenting with alternative modes of narrative . 

The short stories may therefore be said to have served as 
v 

means of gradually easing 4)i the author's 
--, ,. A 

d f p,• r:c I"-- ' ( ;- - l 

audience int~~ ~ ~ew 

mode of perception and consequently a new 
< -,,r-;:--: 

way of tellin~, ~ 1 

the,-., way already hinted at in the Tutuola review. 

The Famished Road sets out to achieve this aim: as the blurb 

puts it, the novel "sets out to explode conventional ideas 

of naturalistic realiti~ ~ 

child / The Famished Road tells the story of an abiku 

who is born to die and return again and again in an endless 

cycle to plague his/her mother~ Ben Okri makes of this myth 
,_ 

a parable of migrancy, transition and metamorphosis . 

Having made a pact with his spirit-companions to return soon , 

Azaro refuses to return after birth and struggles to hold on 

to life in spite of the baits and temptations of his companions 

in the spirit world . Staying on, however, has its 

special problems and its magical pleasures. Azaro ''dies" 
~~q 

and "resurrects~ , goes~into long comas which make his parents 

spend their meagre earnings on the chain of herbalists and 

medicine men who are hired to restore him to life. The 

author's gift for portraying the stark realities of poverty 

and exploitation does not desert him even in this fantasti c 

tale . In fact , after the first chapte~ which takes place in 

the spirit world, we are brought down to the poverty, squalor 

and mindless exploitation which are the daily f a re of the slum 
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neighbo~rhood 
\.., 

in which Azaro was born. Azaro's personal 

problems aside, it is the magical delight of his several 

adventures that grips our imagination. 

Displaced from his home by a riot, Azaro faces a 

matching spiritual displacement, and physical homelessness 
..:,__-

returns him to taQ b"ellies of roads where he encounters "the 
G 

twilight voices" of his spirit friends / and other kinds of 

"nowhere" people who wear the badge of migrancy on their 
/' 

physical bodies:" Mountainous women with faces of iroko, 
. \.... I C. 

midgets with faces of stone/ (a,f and two-fingered dwarfs, 

upside-down men, and children with three arms. Creatures of 

this sort co-exist with perfectly ordinary people in this 

novel . And we encounter them in the police officer ' s home 

where spirits physically preside over an oath-taking ceremony 

before the sharing of bribes collected~ in Madame Koto' s bar wk1~l. IS 

protected by potent forces: in the market places and in the 

streets where figures of myth and folklore ma~e regular . t , 
"f ~>--'...-"-- 1.., e -.,, d, pl-, 11.., t ~ s ,..,, ~ "J f) l"i < o. ; c ~ c; , . c> - ~ • _ .e.. ~Is I v1 ""-

appearance~ A11~ w-tthin the re_a_J _i st i c backgroun'1 of :the 
ho.r~M 1 '1 Y·ea 1 -~., ' ( 

~ socioeconomic reali~y of a /4 neo-colonial state in the grip of 

a fierce power struggle. 

R~ viewers and critics have often pointed at the 

novel's debt to magical realism. But :be tb~ s it may,., it is 

necessary to point out that one of the essential features 

of animist thought is a dogged refusal to conceive of abs

tractions that cannot be physically, materially represented. 

Spirits, gods, the ancestor5;et~ do not exist in an 
fo lf(J ,._' 1( ) 

world without~physical r~. Therefore 
ci..t1-,a.c-f t: ,·r ~,,:,:_ ' 

abstract 

there 
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are no inherent radical dichotomies such as western 
I':' ·• (.. 

thought and logic h"'"~ imposed on the world; instead of the 

principles of singular identity and contradictions, there are 

the principles of plurality and metamorphosis. The abiku is 

both human and non-human and moves between those states as ccrr, ':: Cl.,S 

er ..:.-
water turns to ice a:atl. steam, aJ\9 _.so c,n.. This makes it possible 

to evoke>within a single narrative~simultaneous orders of 

existence;and this is what The Famished Road does. This ~ cc,_,. 1c1
1 

b c.. 

.--,._ leIPilt I ha•.•e elsewhei;.e referred to as '•·animist realisn{•\ 
C ....... 

Besides, the motifs of the spirit boxer, the local lore of the 

photographer, the various figures from folk beliefs who 

take over people's bodies or see with their eyes, and the 

domineering presence of the road, all give this novel a 
c./ 

distinctively Nigerian flavo~r which links it with the works 
'--

of Fagunwa, Tutuola, Soyinka and Clark. The major achievement 

of the author in this novel is his ability to carry his 

audience along and accept the major parameters of the world he 

creates, a world that straddles twilights . 

Though Ben Okri finally arrived at the appropriate 

narrative form to contain his experience and carry his message 

in The Famished Road, his first collection of poems entitled 

An African Ele_gy (1992), published just after the novel had 

won The Booker Prize for 199~ came almost as an anti-climax . 

The reviewers were particularly unfair to the author because 

they failed to reali t e that An African Elegy was his first 

book of poetry and as a resul~ • carrieJ all the "flowers 

and shadows" of a writer setting out in a new genre . The flaws 
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of the collection ar~ therefore of this kind;; an immaturity 

~ V' Q (._ 

of style urgency of tii\e' message. 

The poems are a series of observations, snapshots of 

different events, places and people, all connected and linked 
'---

~ by t he dominant ~aem~.-a:ncl centripetal motif of Africa . 

The major Okri themes of deprivation, loss,dispossession, 

instability and chaos can be found in these poems, and Africa is 

characterized in these terms. The first poem "Lament 

of the Images" sets the pace by taking as its theme the entire 

history of western intervention in Africa from conquest to 

colonization to exploitationc.et::t:3. And under the weight of 

so ambitious a message , the form breaks. This can, more or 

less, be said to be the central characteristic of all the poems. 

However, it must be noted that there are passages of lyrical 

beauty in these poems/ and these occur in such poems as 

"You Walked Gently Towards Me" and "I Held You in the Square," 

where the message is a simple one of pure, uncomplicated 

emotion. 

Despite the awkwardness of the poetic form, some influences 

can be detected in these poems which point the way to a more 

accomplished future. There is the pervasive influence of 

T.S. Elio~1 most especially in "The Cross is Gone" and 

"Stamrnerings on Bedrocl<.~ ~-- It is as if the very repetition of f':- ~. 

Q/ 

Eliot.$ word "incandescent" will bring incandescent flame to 

the poems, and Eliot's predilection for paradoxes and ironies 

are everywhere present. Beside these influences are the 

echoes of Soyinka's fevered word-compounding and Okigbo's magical 

metaphoric world of twilights and transitions. 
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Just as the poem "Demolition Street: London '83" reads 

like a retelling of the short story "A Hidden Histori', 

Ben Okri, now a fellow at Trinity College, Cambridge has 

brought out a new novel Songs of Enchantment (1993) in which 

he indulges in his pencha~t for retelling old stories from new 

perspectives. In Songs of Enchantment all the old 

characters from The Famished Road re1 ~urface in a new noveli.stic 
'--' 

exploration that builds upon the old themes broached in the 

earlier novel. All the major characters of the previous 

novel are again conjured up::_ Azaro Mum, Dad, Madame Koto, 

Ade and his father, the beggars, and, to spell out t~e theme 

again, the Party of the Rich and the Party of the Poor. 

The 'plot of this novel.!:... if it can be so called :::... revel ves 

around Dad's deser t ion of Mum in an impossible quest for 

Helen, the beggar girJ, and his dream to build a school for 

the beggars. When this hubristic quest fails , he goes home· 

to discover that Mum has also moved ou~ . He again sets out 

in a new quest for her. From this point onwards, the book 

beco~es one iong sequence of expiation during which Dad ~s 

eventually humbled by a physical blindness which gives him 

an uncanny insight into the nature of things. "Everything 

is _. alive," he exclaims and after an interval of two 

hours, he explains: 
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~The table bas been listening to us. The walls 
have senses. The ceiling has eyes. The bed 
breathes and suffers. The stories of our lives 
are stored in all these pots and pans and 
spoon~t ' ~ · 

At the end of his metaphysical journey of discovery, he 

finally buries the corpse of Ade's father which, everyone 
r. -v 

in the manner of nreek traged¼'nad been prohibited from 

buryingo 

This plot line is a barely visible springboard from 

which stories, dreams, dementias, and a f everish ret visioning 
'-./ 

<:v 
and re / naming of the world take off. 

\._...,· 
When, in one iRstaa<;-€ <2f1>"df 

of a meandering story, Mum complains that the story is 

getting nowhere, Dad gives her a reply which may be said to 

summarize the narrative movement of the novel itself. 

~A story is not a car,~ dad replied. 
11 It is a road, and before that it_~~~ a Q 
river, a river that never endi' ' (~ '--

So, in this novel, the story is not really the thing; 

the vision, . the way of seeing and telling is everything . 

Son&s of Enchantment is therefore about the way in 

.which individuals and communities invent their own reality. 
~ 

Okri's favo~rite phrase for this process is the ·rnanufac-
'- . 

turing of r eality, or the invent i on of reality. The book 

not only illustrates this process but also explains it. 

Metamorphosis and t~ansferences are the ways in which he 

i llustrates this. Beings change forms continually and 
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as each individual, ma.squerade, or animal metamorpho.s.-es 

into something else, Azaro finds that he is able to enter 
~ 

into the dreams of other people and -beings. He w~nders 

in the Masquerade's reality; enters into the Old Man's> 

Madame Koto's and Dad's dreams; sees with other people's J . . 
CP-4' . 

eye~
1
aiscovers that other beings(take possession of his body 

as he of theirs~ in an endless motion of transferences and 

transformations. In this world, even one's death, blindness, cf 
. _p---

affliction~. can be transferred unto another. 

All of this is well and good. The only problem with 

the new novel is that it is too discursive; the writer tries 

toe often -and too _falteringly to explain rather than narrate o 

The discursive consciousness which is embedded in The 

FAmished Road is here. foreg"rounded1 and, in this respect, 
V the novel loses its narrative vigo~r. Thus the language which 
'J 

is often very evocative and lyrical sometimes gets mired in 

i~precision and abstra~t phraseology. ·And when an animistic 

narrative is ·explained at every allegorical Jar meta

phorical point, it is the realism that suffers. 

Ben Okri's dedication of Songs of Enchantment to his 

father provides an interesting 1
t coda U to the novel. The 

quotation from Virgil is a reference to the work of the 

Epicurean· philosopher/poet Lucretius whose work De Rerum 
~ . ~ 

Natura - "On the Nature of Things'!.-pursued natural science 

and philosophy and sought to debunk the fear of death. The 
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passage~ "Happy the man_ who was able to know/identify the 
I, 

causes of things" - marks the introduction of an ecstatic> 

lyrical passage on the beauties of nature and the Italian 

landscape in particular. As a lawyer, Silver Okri is the man 

who is gloriously happy to know the causes of things.and - - . 

explaia ~; Ben Okri, -as ·arti:st, sh:iuld be satisfied with waxing 

lyrical al::out them. 

.. , 


